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Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And
Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after the
shipment.HardCover. Pub Date :2012-08 Pages: 503 Publisher:
China Statistics Press sheet: 33 Editor. Wenzhou Statistical
Yearbook -2012 is a fully reflect the Wenzhou national economic
and social development of the informative annual. This book
contains: all aspects of economic and social statistics. in 2011 the
city historically important years and in recent years. the main
statistical data on key indicators of the counties (cities. districts)
data. The Yearbook of the calendar year. the main data included
in each chapter. a concentrated reflection of the development
since the founding of New China. especially since the reform and
opening up. This yearbook 10: a comprehensive. 2. Agriculture;
industry. transportation and communication. fixed asset
investment and the construction industry; 5 domestic trade and
foreign economic 6 financial and fiscal. 7 society; 8. Practitioners
and Wages: 9. prices and people living; 10 Appendix. The
appendix contains statistics of the country. the province and
municipalities across the province also retained the fifth. the
sixth census. the first and the second economic census and the
second agricultural census data. Each Pianmo with \ Main
Statistical...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and
never difficult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Na ta lie Abbott-- Na ta lie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an
interesting and amazing literature. I am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene O lson-- Rene O lson
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